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Brand. Experience.

At Exonika our focus is not simply
marketing or branding your company...
It is a journey we take your clients
and customers on which showcases
your products and services to our best
abilities, making your brand relatable,
fresh and without a doubt the best of its
kind. It’s about growing client basis and
delivering on unique selling points that
made you believe in YOUR brand!
This proposal has been based according to requirements set out
in the briefing session. Please don’t hesitate to contact us with
any questions or queries. The XO Team.

The journey starts here:

Signature _____________
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Why Exonika?

“Branding is

what people say
about you when
you are not in
the room”

It all started in the Summer of 2010 as a small studio
space and 8 years later we are a leading agency with
a Team of 10 members, 210+ projects and recurrent
clients all year long.
The true success in proper brand establishment and creating a lasting experience that
resonates with your clients goes far beyond a logo and business cards - it’s about
believing in your company and its people, their commitment and ensuring top notch
client service time and time again.
Here’s why Team XO is the best:

Reason 1

Reason 2

Creative consultation is what we
strive to with every project briefing
and thanks to our brilliant team of
creative’s and forward thinkers we
keep design fresh, fun and on top of
our best game.

Strategic marketing and branding not
only highlights’ a client marketplace
but sets it apart from competitors
and industry challengers. We build
brand value, communication and
service recognition.

Reason 3

Reason 4

Whether a small coffee shop or a
large corporation all Exonika clients
enjoy the same professional level of
quality design and implementation
creating the perfect opportunity for
growing your business with ours.

The best way to build brand
relationships is knowing who your
client is and what their goals, dreams
and unique selling points are and
making sure communication is key
to achieving success.

CREATIVITY

GROWTH

Signature _____________

STRATEGY

FEEDBACK

Signature _____________
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Areas of

Our Objectives

Versatility is key and although we stared off as a graphic design
studio, over the years, we enriched our team with valuable
members who each bring an important piece to our skill set.
See below for our primary services:
Logo’s . Business Cards . Brochures . Flyers . Banners . Posters

Design & Print

From a single pack of business cards to a full package for your corporate identity (CI), we’ve got
you covered. Print materials ranging from small runs to magazine and newspaper volumes
with special attention to detail on stickers, banners, posters, press kits etc.
Competitive pricing and fast lead time on all orders.

Corporate Websites . e-Commerce . Portfolios . Catalogs . Blogs

DESIGN

PRINT

DIGITAL

Logo’s, letterheads, email
signatures, flyers, banners we do it all!

If you can imagine it, we can
design it and print on it big or small.

Social media, SEO, AdWord
campaigns and more give us a call.

Web & Social Media

Not present online yet? Our packages include every possible online medium from start-up
websites to national e-Commerce sites with shipping and payment gateways. We create
portfolio’s, lookbooks and beautiful community sites incorporating blogs and newsletters, portfilos.
Social Media Management (SMM), Search Engine Optimization (SEO) and Google AdWords.

Mobile Applications . CRM . System Development

Apps & Development

Our company values are vested in our people, their
creativity and building lasting brand relationships.
“a brand is a story that is always being told”

Mobile applications are the way to go but what about the key systems that run behind the
screens like Customer Relationship Management (CRM) and Business Intelligence software?
Let our Team of Developers take your store or business into the new mobile and software age
with your own customised programmes.

Marketing . Activations . PR . Corporate Gifts & Promo Items

#BRANDING #DESIGN #BUSINESS

Marketing & Branding

Signature _____________

Having a brand guide is great but what about activating your market effectively?
The key is a strategic marketing and branding plan with activation, corporate branded gifts,
clothing and promotional items to make your brand memorable and desired.
We follow the newest trends on all promotional placements unlocking the power of branding.

Signature _____________
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“if you can
dream it, we
can design it”

EXONIKA — PROJECT PROPOSAL
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Interesting Facts
SOCIAL MEDIA
INFOGRAPHIC

76% of businesses are using social media
for business objectives

On average, 5 - 7 brand impressions are
needed before someone will remember
your brand. Using colour increases your
brand recognition by up to 80%
Weekly Newsletter

52/year

saved hours per year

12%

of gross margin from

previous
year.
16 Hours - the average
adult
time spend
daily on social media

2013 —
Photography

2012 — Start

Signature _____________

2014 — Graphic
Design

Happy
Customers
over 62% of smartphone
users preferring

2016 — MarketMobile applications are on demand with
ing

mobile apps as to website for info.

137

Worldwide over 1.3B users have access to
Facebook with more than 47% of users
basing their purchase behavior on what
social media has to say about brands or
services.

2015 — Web
Design

Visual Identity

Branding Design

512

10,500

Websites

35

356

Business Cards

User retention rates on social media and
mobile apps tend to last 5 times longer
than print media.

Countries where our
customer come from.

7,000

5,000

14,000

With an effective Social Media Management
Likes
Followers
Contacts
team driving your brand you can double your
return on investment in 3-6 months.

Signature _____________
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Our Process

Our Team
Based on experience, creativity
and a passion for design our XO
Team delivers original concepts
with a flair for what works.

creatives aka

Design

Shané Andrew
Lenka Maloko

Be it from our love
for words, food or
wine when it comes
to
branding
and
marketing
few
can
keep up with our flair
for creativity, drive for
customer satisfaction or
love for what we do...
Late nights and early
deadlines have shown
us not just what can
be achieved with a
dream and a strong
cup of coffee but by
working together we
have created a lasting
partnership which we have shared throughout all facets of our
business and life, making us a dynamic duo and unstoppable
management team.
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Delivering a successful project, strategy or
brand development has various aspects and
components to keep in mind. These play a vital
role in the overall success and feasibility of any
marketing / sales campaign.

2

Planning
smarties aka

Development
Jaco Theron
Evelyn Aphane
Portia Khampepe

David Pretorius & Luan Schultz

Step Two

Failing to have a proper project
plan often leads to a variety of
problems and frustrations that
can easily be avoided with
correct layout and plotting.

administratives aka

5

Operations
Melani Ras

Signature _____________
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Step One

Understanding our clients, their
needs and careful assessment of
the project scope ensures that
specific success factors can be
identified and positioned.

4

Design /
Development

Implementation

Step Three

Step Four

The state where the fun finally
starts and the project starts
taking it shape and actionable
items can be measured and
achieved.

Roll-out is where the action
kicks in and the project goes
from being a concept, to a
proof of design or development
into a fully functioning unit.

6

Review and
Feedback

Delivery and
expansion

Communication is key. To
successfully
measure
the
outcomes of the campaign or
brand development feedback
and review allows for reaction.

With all project, the client
satisfaction and room for
growth within the brand
development depend largely
on the delivery and execution.

Step Five

EXONIKA - Board of Directors

1

Project Analysis

Step Six

Signature _____________
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Portfolio
With over 210 projects completed in more than 23 different
industries of trade and business
we have closely worked with
small businesses, entrepreneurs
and large corporate institutions
delivering
memorable
client
experiences and campaigns.

Past client industries
included:
— Education & Development
— Hospitality & Leisure
— Finance & Insurance
— Service & Information Technology
— Wholesale & Manufacturing

Signature _____________

Signature _____________
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Client Focus: EUM
Exonika has been privileged to work with the exceptional
Management Team & staff of Executive Underwriting Managers
- A truly proud brand focused on taking great care of their
people and loving what they do.
1

2

Brand Management
Creative approach to branding and
market representation.

4
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“Business comes
where it is invited
and stays where it is
looked after”
— C.E.O. Ari Katz
Boston City Campus & Business College

3

Web Development

Social Media Management

Web and mobile responsive design Content curation, insights
and development.
social media interaction.

and

5

S.E.O
Tagging, keyword analysis
proper meta description.

Activations
and

Corporate
and
event
activation
representation.

community
and
brand

Signature _____________
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Extra Options
When it comes to branding, marketing and
media options the variety is endless but here
are some really exciting elements to consider
as added value to your project.

17
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Sometime you just need that little something “extra” to make a project or campaign
stand out more - for additional project
scope and options, consider the following
elements:

S.E.O.
Plans
The online sphere can often be intimidating, that’s why you need a
team dedicated to knowing what
to do and when to do it to reach
your optimum value.

S.E.O. Audit

SEO

Email
Marketing

PR and
Content

Video &
Animation

Reach the bulk of your client base
at the click of a button, weekly,
monthly or quarterly newsletters,
event notifications and invitations
are fun, effective and instant.

When it comes to reach and delivering quality content, you need
someone who knows your brand
and can verbalise your thoughts
into sales and marketing.

From introduction snippets to
video testimonials and event filming we have the right tools for the
perfect visual frame of your brand.

Does your website work? That’s the purpose behind S.E.O. Auditing in terms of checking whether your website relates to search
engine friendliness and the checklist of measuring your current
site status, room for improvement and action reporting.

Keyword Research and Web Copyrighting

Copyright

This is where creativity meets words and the impact that well
written copy content can have on your S.E.O. while improving
readability, relevance and proper exposure.

Google Adwords Campaign & Data Analysis

Blogs &
Events

Portfolios &
Catalogues

Keep your market updated and
relevant to what’s happening,
when, what and where. Event coverage and post-event exposure is
what makes activations work best.

Have a service or product that
needs graphic positioning to fully
get your brand out there? Look no
further than our digital and print
lookbooks and catalogues.

Data Analysis

Doing Google Adword campaigns are easy... but do they reach?
Knowing what to post and when, what to say and how to target
your perfect demographic is what takes an average campaign to
a memorable one.

Maintenance & Updates

Hosting

Signature _____________

Did you backup? We take all the pressure, redundancy and
routine out of making sure that your services are securely hosted,
regular backup procedures performed and the status of your project enjoying professional monitoring and support 24/7.

Signature _____________

